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Books eBooks eBooks NOOK Textbooks Newsstand Teens &amp; YA Kids Toys Games &amp; Collectibles Stationery &amp; Gifts Movies &amp; TV Music Sale I expected the book to take me places.... it didn't seem to paint every action, emotion, or the environments, so that it could be seen as if I was standing in the
same room or place. It also seemed very one-sided.... I guess most books are... but I didn't feel as if the author has taken a deeper look within herself as to why things were the way she saw it. Really, a lot of it was written as if she's a victim, but from the personality of the book, I don't think she'd agree. There were times
when I laughed or thought the author was brave for sharing certain elements of his sexuality in the book. But I never really understood the purpose of it all and sometimes it was difficult to follow. I think this book had a lot more potential. It didn't float well enough for my taste. Biografien &amp; Erinnerungen Entdecken Sie
die spannenden Lebensgeschichten schillernder Persönlichkeiten. Hörprobe: Wie Elon Musk die Welt veränderte - Die Biografie Autoren: Ashlee Vance, Elon Musk Hass, Grausamkeit, Aggression: I nervenaufreibenden Psychothrillernstehen die Abgründe der menschlichen Psyche im Mittelpunkt.: AurisAutoren:
Sebastian Fitzek, Vincent Kliesch, Helge May, Judith Schöll Drachen, Schwerter &amp; Magie Mystische Landschaften, geheimnisvolle Geschöpfe:Fantasy-Hörbücher entführen Sie i Welten voller Magie.Hörprobe: Der Herr der Ringe: Die GefährtenAutor: J.R.R. Tolkien Hörebuch-Ratgeber zu Gesundheit und
Lebensführung unterstützen , motivieren, inspirieren. Hörprobe: Du musst nicht von allen gemocht werdenAutor: Ichiro Kishimi In diesen Hörbüchern dreht sich alles um das schönste Thema der Welt, die Liebe.Hörprobe: Der Gesang der FlusskrebseAutor: Delia Owens Lustige Hörbücher und Hörspiele für Erwachsene
und Kinder mit Lach-Garantie.Hörprobe: Die Mantel-ChronikenAutor: Marc-Uweing Klkes. So, I've never taken the time to give a bad review, I only ever take the time to submit them when I have high praise to give. Maybe it's because I'm not a mocked women with a laundry list of complaints against men from past
relationships, or maybe it's because I read this the day after finishing the literary masterpiece titled Trained by Tara Westover, but anyway, this is terrible, terrible writing, and contains no substance. Throughout the book, I wondered if she googled clichés or corny Instagram captions to use during selfies and then strung
each of them together in their attempts to transition between real events. It says, Love is all you need, right? Absence makes the heart grow, doesn't it? Patience is a virtue, isn't it? But it was cringe worthy. I'm not sure what she was trying to accomplish with this, other than to perhaps add the author to her Instagram
profile, but if she thinks this is that all women need to read to realize their true value, it was a terrible attempt and and Failure. It should be labeled as a magazine, not a book. I tried to see the lessons in the text, but chapter after chapter is just one can you believe he did this? I'm way too good-hearted to deserve it!
Apparently men are evil and women are never the problem, so why learn some lessons in relationships? I could go on and on how much regret I feel for wasting half a day listening to this, but at least it's over now. Thankfully, it was a short listen. Side note, is a 4 hour audiobook even long enough to be considered a
book, or is it a brochure? Note to all skim through reviews, if you're going to read it, you might binge on reality TV first to get your mind dumbed down, and then immediately after reading, be sure to follow up with a real novel from an experienced author to recover brain cells. My last thought on this is, I guess in 2019, if
everyone can make music, then everyone can write a book as well. Brittany is wonderful inside and out. I could resonate with her, looking for love in all the wrong places. Shes intelligent and talented, I was shocked to learn about her scholarship situation. I was so angry, because you should never give up too much for a
man. As someone who loves deeply, I could see that she has a good heart. These are the people who get exploited, even if they are somewhat a willing participant in the folly/relationship. I wished this was edited with one last Brittany's beautiful inside and out. I could resonate with her, looking for love in all the wrong
places. She is intelligent and talented, I was shocked to learn about her scholarship situation. I was so angry, because you should never give up too much for a man. As someone who loves deeply, I could see that she has a good heart. These are the people who get exploited, even if they are somewhat a willing
participant in the folly/relationship. I wished this was edited with one last sweep of a fine tooth comb, there are some small spelling and grammatical errors. As for the men, they've all decoded, Hector was easiest to decode, its so obvious. She also posted on her IG, a screenshot of a facetime with him, with a clip of her
audible reading of that chapter. I also found that the last thoughts chapter was very rambling and kind of disorganized. I wIsh the book was longer and more people were included. A quick read, can be done in the day or a few hours, but I chose to read during downtime at work. I recommend this book if you know who
Brittany is, follow her on IG, or if you like diary-style books, autobiography/nonfiction. ... more CLOSING ENGAGEMENT On the days I felt like giving up and not finishing this book I was thinking of you. Not knowing when we'll see each other again makes me sad and blue, but when the sun greets me in the morning, I
know it's you. Dedicated to my sweet Gram as I promised that night at Red Lobster... Dear readers, my is Brittany Renner and the first time I have ever felt passionate about was when I decided to write a book at the age of 25. Who knew IG thots have the mental capacity to read and write? Puzzling, isn't it? This story is
my revealed truth. No matter how you interpret what to read, I'm not sad now and will never apologize for my feelings. I am entitled to my feelings - good, bad or indifferent - while I know, at any time, they can evolve and change. I choose to proudly stand by my feelings even when they fail to be politically correct. The
truth is not always glamorous, but it shouldn't have to be. This is my story of seven men and seven lessons, all based on real events. There is no denying that I cared about all seven men you will get to know, each of their own unique reasons. To pretend that their roles did not affect my life would be a slap in the face to
the knowledge I inherited. You can't regret a person you once used to sweat. I've made naughty videos, sent shameless paragraphs, and some heated lyrics that would make for great singing intros. I came, I saw that it wasn't what I thought it would be, I learned, and I conquered. The names in this book will remain
secret, for my revenge is artistic, not personal. I shed countless tears throughout my writing process. No matter how much time passes, you'll never forget how someone made you feel. Reliving the painful memories I once buried so deeply and tried so hard to forget opened my eyes to the pain I hoard in the cracks in my
heart. As a person who sees a therapist every week, I am 100% committed to my mental health, despite being often labeled as crazy. Crazy doesn't think they need help or want help. Crazy would never make the conscious effort towards self-renewing day in and day out. The deeper I dived into my writing, the more I
was able to paint the picture of my pain in my therapy sessions. This recognition of my wounds allowed me to simultaneously pull from the roots and heal. In order to move on, you must be willing to travel back in time to where it all began. I knew I would never find balance in the denial of my darkness. When you are a
presence on the internet, nothing is sacred. You will be judged for the most minute aspects of your life, such as needing a nail fill, to the most intimate and personal areas of your life, such as people talking shit about your family. Welcome to the World Wide Web where strangers know you better than you know yourself
and everyone is seemingly perfect! No amount of money or stoning exempts you from being drawn if the public catches you slipping. Perception is deception. It's never as good as it seems and it's never as bad as it seems because, well... nothing is ever as it seems. Life is a great ongoing joke that no one is in if you
can't appreciate the humor of irony. Like being tested on equations with an overpriced you will never use outside the classroom, but never learn the importance of empathy, healing, or owning what makes you You can bet your bottom dollar that you will go across that stage, smiling ear to ear with your degree in hand,
without ever understanding the concept of time management, credit and taxes. The education system gifts this nonsense as everything you need to be prepared for the real world and tops it with a cap and dress like the bright red bow. It is undeniably crystal clear that we are not prepared for the challenges of this cruel
world. We're just sheeple groomed to file in line. At the end of the day there will be people who take something away from the experience in this book other than confirmation that I am a mocked crazy who outed seven men and is not to be trusted. Well, since some already think those things, and I don't give a single,
you're in luck! With silence, you can say absolutely nothing and still be on the oppressor's side. Where is the fun of the truth when truth can free us all? I am convinced that life would not be worth living if I ever had to live a lie. None of us can escape death, but the truth will live on forever. INTRO M y is brittany renner
and I am 25 years old. I'm originally from Ontario, Ohio but grew up the majority of my life in a small predominantly white town called Ocean Springs, Mississippi. When I explained to people what part of mississippi I always said, it's an hour from New Orleans. The majority of Americans couldn't find it on a map, and even
if they could, they probably never have been there. There's not much going on in Ocean Springs besides skyrocketing rates of teenage pregnancy, obesity, and painfully slow customer service. It was common to see large trucks used for mud riding with Confederate flags waving behind them, symbolizing, I call black
people the n-word and I'm proud! It was a little slower down the south, seeing how we ranked high in everything frowned upon except education. Why do you think we talk the way we do? I have two brothers and a sister, but since my oldest brother has another mother, we don't meet until later in life. It was pretty
embarrassing the first time we met, considering he tried to bigbrother me when I was the oldest of my two siblings. My mother never married, which was surprising because she always managed to prioritize men over us. She was the youngest and most rebellious of her two sisters. Growing up, she was naturally talented
in sports but never applied herself because of her obsession with black cock because she was a young teenager. She gave birth to me at the tender age of 19 during a time when having a biracial child was considered shameful because of the apparent racism in America. My mom's one of those white girls who thinks
she's black, and my dad's actually black. My mother's side of the family was so embarrassed that they were nowhere to be found in the delivery room when I was born. Thankfully, my grandmother put her opinions aside and came up to the hospital shortly that I came into the world on February 26, 1992. I. I. have the
warmest of welcomes, but eventually, they all came across it and have loved me without asking ever since. My dad was an alcoholic who was always in and out of prison to drink and drive, so he was never around. Typical, isn't it? Girls without dads grow up to be the biggest whores because the first man to love a young
girl, not. Isn't that how that story goes? We're on the lookout for something, but we can't really put our finger on exactly what it is because we've never had it. After eight years of living with my mom in Ohio, she randomly asked us all if we wanted to move to Mississippi where my grandparents lived. My grandparents left
Ohio because my grandfather found a job with better pay in Mississippi. Of course, we said yes! What child doesn't love his grandparents who spoil them rot? Little did we know, our mother didn't want to be a mother. She dropped us off at our grandparents' house and we only saw her when she sometimes stopped by to
say hello. She often promised us things like outings to movies or the zoo, but she almost never followed up on those promises. Even as a child, my siblings and I would give her chance after chance to prove that each time would be different from the last, but the change we never wanted came. The constant fear of
disappointment is something I still wrestle with as an adult. I never hope for anything with too much excitement. I keep these feelings of anticipation at a distance as a way to protect my heart from disappointment. As children, we are burdened by this nagging curse of unconditional love that binds us to these people who
created us no matter how much they harm us. The longing for their love is constant. Around middle school age, I approached my grandmother and asked her how we could contact my dad in prison. I loved my grandparents so much, but not knowing my dad always left me feeling like part of me was missing. My parents
made the adult's decision to go to bed without the use of condoms, but none of them had any interest in being parents. We got the address, and soon after, I sent my first letter to my father. I remember reading the few letters we exchanged, eyes wide open and filled with excitement to learn about this person who helped
create me. I had a pen pal at school and this kind of felt like that. After his release, I met my father for the first time when I was fifteen years old. Even though I was just a teenager, I felt like I didn't need a dad when I had made it that far without him. I knew I was half of him, but he didn't even know half of me. I really
needed my dad long before I ever met him. My grandmother's love was priceless, but also extremely strict and often suffocated. She was a superwoman; she got us ready for school, had dinner prepared by 5:30pm, snacked on at 8:00 pm, and put us to bed at 9:00 every night. Her rules the structure we needed to keep
ourselves in line. Given that she didn't exactly sign up for this, her much for her choice to step up for us in the name of love. She loved us all so much that she was willing to protect us from the world rather than equip us for it. We weren't allowed to watch certain channels on TV, grew up on country music, and she rarely
let us go to hang out with friends. You'd think that being raised by white people who admitted nothing of our blackness would leave anyone white-spirited. Well, I was whitewashed. Although my grandparents said color never meant anything, it definitely didn't stop the embarrassing comments that came out of my
grandmother's mouth. No, the color of someone's skin doesn't make them any less, but society is trying to convince us otherwise. In my previous years at school, I was the type to cry when my car was moved from green to yellow for being too talkative. I was - and still is - very sensitive, but but
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